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In volume 31 (1930) of the Annals of Mathematics H. R. Brahana 
gave pairs of generators of the known simple groups whose orders are 
less than one million, and showed that one of the generators can be 
taken to have period two. In this note we shall outline our proof of 
the corresponding result for the general case of the projective uni-
modular group. 

Let % = $q be the field oîq = pn elements, W(n, q) be the multiplica
tive group of all c rowed square matrices with elements in § and 
determinant unity, 9fl = 9fl(w, q) be the center of 9K(w, q), that is, the 
set of all scalar matrices of determinant unity. Then the projective 
unimodular group ®(w, q) =2)?(w, q)/^l(nf q) is known to be simple. 
We have proved that it is generated by two cosets ASH and JB9Î, 

where A 91 has period two. 
Let eij be the w-rowed square matrix with 1 in the ith row and 

jth. column, and k be a primitive element of the field %q. If w è 5 it is 
not difficult to show that the cosets CSft and DSSl generate ®(n, q) if 
we take 

(1) C = I + ken~it2 + enh D = ( - l ) n ( ^ i 2 - en + X ^ + i ) -

The matrix C has period p and we have obtained the required pair 
of generators in the case p = 2. Hence let p = 2t+l and take 

(2) A = C - 2(«n + £22), B = D + (-l)H(en% - i**_i,i), 

so that A has period two. Then B~XAB — Ai = J —2 (£22+^3) and 
(AiA)2~I+2ken-i,2. Using this result it can be shown that the sub
group § generated by the elements of A$l and B$l contains J 
— (2en-i,n-i-\-enn) = Jn, contains JnA, and so contains (JnA)2 

= I+2(ken-it2+eni). Then ^ contains C, it is easy to show that § 
contains D, and so A SSI and BW are the required generators. 

The argument in the case above fails when n = 2, 3, 4 as there is too 
little space in the matrices to carry out the computations needed. 
However, when w = 4 and q 9^ 9 we have shown that the selection 

1 The research which yielded these results was supported in part by NSF grant 
G-4792. 
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